Student Fee Questionnaire - Memorial Gym

- Overview of unit and how student activity fees are used:
  University Support Services has been tasked carrying out the day to day operation of the Memorial Gym locker room. Tasks include opening and closing the facility, passing out towels and lockers, scheduling use of the gym and multi-use rooms in the facility.

- Describe the programs you host with your student activity fee funding.
  Programs at Memorial Gym include general recreation and specific student event support. We also support students as they take part in academic classes. Further it must be recognized that the majority of the fees received are paid out to our student employees that work at Memorial Gym.

- Approximately how many students are served by or attend your programs and events?
  Our data indicates that over 3200 students a year benefit from our efforts at Mem. Gym.

- Does your student activity fee funded program also receive funding from other sources (and if so please include a brief description of the other sources)?
  No

- Have you received an increase to your student activity fee in the past three years and if so when, how much and for what purpose(s)?
  Yes ... 3% last year. Unfortunately any increase in fees was offset by reduced student enrollment.

- What opportunities do you see for other funding sources and what are your plans in the future to find other revenue?
  If funding issues continue (or enrollment drops any further) we will need to look at such things as locker fees etc..

- What changes do you see happening to your program in the next 5 years – what is your vision and how does it fit in the university’s strategic plan?
  Our goals are modest for Memorial Gym ... we hope to continue the effective stewardship we have shown for the last 10 years.

- What opportunities do you see for your unit and what challenges are you facing?
  For the day to day operation of Memorial Gym our main challenge is to have the proper funding to carry out the task we have been asked to fulfill.